Getting to Know the
Surgery-Free Cure
for Skin Cancer
This guide can help you learn
how GentleCure can treat basal
TM

and squamous cell skin cancers
without cutting, wounds, or
long recovery times.

What is GentleCure?
The pain-free, surgery-free skin
cancer treatment

GentleCure is a skin cancer treatment done right in your dermatologist’s
office. A specially trained RTT uses the Image-Guided Superficial
Radiation Therapy (SRT) machine to deliver low levels of X-ray energy, like
what you get at the dentist’s office, to kill the cancer cells.

Avoid the cutting, bleeding, pain, recovery, and
scars from surgery

GentleCure is the only skin cancer treatment that uses ultrasound images
so you can see your skin cancer shrink at each visit until it is cured. These
images help your RTT and dermatologist tailor each treatment to work
exactly for your cancer.

Treatment is done right in your dermatologist’s
office by a Radiation Therapist (RTT)

Image-guided SRT Machine

Keep taking your regular medicines and doing
your regular activities

Watch your cancer shrink at each visit

Treatment is covered by major insurance plans

More than 1 skin cancer can be treated at a time

The ultrasound
shows the
cancer shrinking
over time

What should I expect during
GentleCure treatment?
The pain-free, surgery-free skin
cancer treatment
Avoid the cutting, bleeding, pain, recovery, and
scars from surgery

Treatment with GentleCure happens over three phases.
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Follow-up phase: keep your skin healthy

You will come back in the months after your last treatment visit. Your
RTT will do an ultrasound to show that your cancer has been cured.

Simulation phase: a “dress rehearsal” for treatment

You will not receive treatment during this first visit, which lasts about 30
minutes. This visit is used to:
• Do an ultrasound to measure your skin cancer
• Set up the Image-Guided SRT machine
• Help you feel comfortable with what will happen at each visit

Treatment is done right in your dermatologist’s
office by a Radiation Therapist (RTT)

3 weeks post treatment

Why might GentleCure be right for me?
Keep taking your regular medicines and doing
your regular activities
Simulation

Watch your cancer shrink at each visit

Treatment is covered by major insurance plans
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It is important to work together with your dermatologist to find the right
treatment for your skin cancer. Talk about your cancer and overall health,
your treatment goals, and what you want the experience to be like.
Also be sure to ask questions you have about any treatment options.

Treatment phase: watch the cancer go away

Treatment will be given 3 to 4 times each week at visits that each last 10 to
15 minutes. During those visits, your RTT will take you through the same
steps you practiced in the simulation visit. With each visit, you will watch the
dark area on the ultrasound (the cancer) get smaller and smaller.

More than 1 skin cancer can be treated at a time

Midtreatment

99%+
cure rate

99%+
patient
satisfaction

Visit GentleCure.com to
learn about the surgery-free
skin cancer treatment
• Learn how GentleCure compares to Mohs surgery
•W
 atch videos to hear from others about their experiences
with GentleCure
• Hear an RTT describe how GentleCure has helped her patients
•D
 ownload resources that explain more about skin cancer and talk
with your doctor about what you want from treatment

Follow our social media pages
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